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INTRODUCTION
Vascularization plays a key role in the growth and metastasis of solid tumors [1-6].
In two recent clinical studies, breast cancer patients whose tumors had a high vascular
density subsequently went on to develop metastases over a follow up period of 2.5 years [7,
8]. Statistical analyses of these patients showed that vascular density was the single most
important factor (p<0.006) associated with subsequent formation of metastasis [8]; the other
factors examined were epidermal growth factor receptor status (p<0.01), node status
(p<0.02), estrogen receptor status (p< 0.05), tumor size (p<0.06), tumor grade (p<0.5), c-erb2 expression (p<0.7), p53 (p<0.8) and tumor type (p<0.8).
Studies correlating
vascularization with metastasis have so far been performed with histological evaluation of
excised tissue specimens [7, 8] as a result of which information regarding functioning of
vessels is lost. Similarly, the physiological environment of these tumors, in terms of acidity
and lactate production remains unknown. Thus a lack of noninvasive methods has left
some vital questions about the precise nature of the relationship between vascularization
and metastasis unanswered. Tumor neovascularization is induced by the secretion of
angiogenic factors which act as chemotactic factors and mitogens for endothelial cells [1,46]. One of the most potent of these is vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). VEGF
also increases vascular permeability which in turn may allow cancer cells greater access to
the vasculature [9]. In glioblastoma multiformae areas of necrosis and hypoxia show a
higher expression of VEGF [10,11]. Poorly functioning vessels and the associated hypoxia
and necrosis may play a role in attracting further vascularization. Areas of hypoxia are
also associated with accumulation of lactate and low pH. These two physiological factors
attract neovascularization by stimulating the secretion of angiogenic factors from
macrophages [12-15]. The secretion of enzymes which degrade the basement membrane in
the metastatic process increases at low pH [16,17]. Thus, vascularization, the physiological
environment, and formation of metastases are highly interdependent. An understanding of
the role of the physiological environment in vascularization and metastasis, and the
dependence of this environment on metastatic phenotype are essential to delineate the
relationship between vascularization and metastasis. Questions which are central to
understanding this relationship are - (1) does the metastatic phenotype induce a higher
degree of vascularization and is this mediated by modulation of the physiological
environment ? (addressed in Specific Aims 1 and 3) (2) If so, do nonmetastatic tumors and
preneoplastic tissue exhibit proportionately lower vascularization ? (addressed in Specific
Aims 1 and 2) (3) Which particular property of the vascularization e.g. permeability,
volume or relative perfusion is the dominant factor in the dependence of metastasis on
vascularization ? (addressed in Specific Aims 1 and 2) (4) Is a significant fraction of the
vessels observed in the histological studies non-functional and does the resultant
unsuitable environment induce expression of signals or substances which prompt and
enable the cells to metastasize ? (addressed in Specific Aim 1). The overall goal of this
research proposal is to use noninvasive Magnetic Resonance (MR) Imaging (I) and
Spectroscopy (S) to answer the questions posed above.
The research proposed consists of three closely related aims designed to unravel the
complex relationship between vascularization and metastasis. Our overall goal in this
project is to determine key vascular and physiological properties which result in the close

relationship between vascular density and metastasis as this information may ultimately be
used to prevent tumor metastasis. We had proposed the following three aims:
Aim 1: To investigate the relationship between metastatic phenotype and the development
of vascularization and evaluate the functionality of the developing vascularization in terms
of vascular volume, vascular permeability and relative perfusion.
Hypothesis #1: More metastatic lines will exhibit a higher level of vascularization and
permeability for similar volumes. A significant number of vessels detected by
immunoperoxidase staining will not be functional and this number will increase with the
size of the tumor.
Aim 2: To investigate the effect of increasing (a) tumor vascularization and (b) tumor
vascularization and permeability on the formation of metastases.
Hypothesis #2: Higher vascularization and permeability will lead to an increase or an
earlier incidence of metastases for all the lines.
(Aims 1 and 2 are related to questions 1-4 outlined in background)
Aim 3: To determine the relationship between metastatic phenotype and intra- and
extracellular pH and lactate production.
Hypothesis #3: More metastatic lines will be more glycolytically active in vivo, creating an
environment of high lactate and low extracellular pH for volume matched lesions.
(Aim 3 is related to question 1 outlined in background)
Last year we presented data which demonstrated that there were significant
differences in the vascular volume generated by a invasive metastatic human breast cancer
line MDA-MB-231 and a nonmetastatic cancer line RIF-1. Studies correlating VEGF
distribution with MRI maps of vascular volume and permeability demonstrated that areas
around necrosis showed high expression of VEGF and were more permeable. We also
presented data to demonstrate that there were significant differences in pH regulation and
the phospholipid metabolism in solid tumors growing in vivo in SCID mice for a highly
metastatic and a less metastatic human breast cancer line. We had therefore made
significant progress in Aim 1 and Aim 3 by the end of the first year of the grant.
The technical objectives outlined in our statement of work continue to remain the
same and these are: Delineate the role of vascular volume, permeability and perfusion
and tumor physiological environment in the formation of metastasis from human breast
cancer lines with preselected invasive and metastatic potential grown in SCID (severe
combined immune deficient) mice.
In our original statement of work we had proposed investigating the immortalized
human breast line MCF12A and the three human breast cancer lines MCF-7, MDA-MB-231
and MDA-MB-435. While characterizing the metabolism of these four human breast cell
lines it became very apparent that there were obvious and highly significant differences in
lactate levels and phospholipids between the immortalized MCF12A breast line that we
had proposed using and the invasive metastatic breast cancer lines. We were therefore
compelled to extend these important findings to a range of human mammary epithelial

cells progressing from normal human mammary epithelial cells obtained from reduction
mammoplasty to highly invasive metastatic breast cancer lines since these findings would
be extremely useful for diagnosis, prognosis as well as new therapeutic approaches.
Several of these lines are derived from normal tissue and therefore will not grow in SCID
mice. We therefore studied all the lines in culture to enable a quantitative comparison
across the lines. Although these studies required an effort over and above what we had
anticipated we were rewarded in that we have now demonstrated conclusively and for the
first time that human mammary cells undergo a significant alteration in phospholipid
metabolism and lactate production as they progress towards malignancy. A major part of
these observations has been accepted for publication as a full length article in Cancer
Research.
During the course of our vascularization studies we also realized that the single slice
image acquisition protocol we had proposed where vascular volume and permeability
were obtained from a single slice through the center of the tumor did not provide a
comprehensive measure of tumor vascular volume and permeability. We therefore
switched to acquiring multi-slice imaging data. We now acquire eight slices through the
tumor. We also realized during the course of our studies last year that it was essential to
obtain multi slice histological information of cellular morphology and VEGF staining and
obtain 3D reconstructed maps of this histological information. This approach was therefore
implemented this year in collaboration with a software expert. The software which was
developed to fulfill these requirements has two novel features - (1) The software is
interactive and therefore the information contained in a region of interest in the 3D MRI
maps is interactively displayed in the 3D histological maps and (2) We digitize the
information at high resolution and stitch the tiles together so that it is possible to zoom into
regions of interest and determine the histological information in these regions of interest at
a microscopic resolution. This technical development has fulfilled two goals - (1) It has
allowed us to obtain comprehensive histological information of VEGF staining and
histological structure and (2) The interactive nature of the software minimizes problems
associated with accurate spatial co-registration for the single slice data. The acquisition of
multi-slice imaging (8 slices per tumor) and histological data and the 3D reconstruction of
these data sets has resulted, however, in a much more labor intensive and time consuming
approach in the experimental studies. Therefore, although we have acquired most of the
data to evaluate Aim 1 we are currently in the process of analyzing the results. We have,
however, evaluated Aim 3 and therefore are on track in evaluating the overall technical
objectives outlined in the statement of work.
Results in year two were obtained using experimental designs and techniques which
apply to the individual aims (as in our research proposal). Therefore the experimental
methods results and discussion are described in separate sections.
STUDY 1. CHARACTERIZATION OF LACTATE PRODUCTION AND METABOLISM OF
HUMAN BREAST CELLS
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Cell lines. Human mammary epithelial cells (HMEC) used in this study include finite
lifespan HMEC strains 184 and 48, derived from reduction mammoplasty tissues; nontumorigenic immortal cell lines, 184A1 and 184B5, derived from benzo(a)pyrene treated 184
cells; and the 18435-erbB2 cell line, derived from 184B5 by transfection with the erbBl
oncogene. All of the above cell lines were obtained from Dr. Martha Stampfer (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA.), and cultured in MCDB 170 media
supplemented as previously described (21, 22). MCF-12A, a spontaneously immortalized
cell line established from MCF-12M mortal cells (23), was obtained from American Type
Culture Collection (Rockville, MD) and cultured in DMEM-Ham's F12 medium
supplemented as previously described (23). All the human breast cancer cell lines were
derived from pleural effusions in patients with breast cancer and were obtained from
American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). The tumor derived cell lines were all
cultured in DMEM-Ham's F12 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum.
Growth rate and cell size. The growth rate of the cell lines used in this study were
determined using the MTT assay [18]. Briefly, cells (5 x 10^) were plated in 24 well plates in
1 ml of media and incubated under normal culture conditions for 6 days. To estimate cell
number, the cells were incubated with MTT (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) for 4 hr. MTT was then
removed and the resulting formazan crystals were dissolved in 1 ml DMSO and 125 ml
glycine buffer (pH 10.5) [18]. The U.V. absorbance of the formazan solution was recorded
at 553 ran (tanax). Four replicates were used to calculate the cell doubling time for each cell
line. Since the cells had different morphologies and diameters, the cell size was determined
for each cell line by trypsinizing the cells and counting the diameter of 20 random cells
using an optical microscope.
Extraction. To determine metabolite levels, cells growing in culture were fed with fresh
media 24 hr prior to extraction and used at 70-80% confluency. Cells (10^ to 10^) were
trypsinized, washed twice with normal saline and homogenized with ice cold 8%
perchloric acid (5 ml). The homogenates were centrifuged (15000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C)
and the supernatants neutralized with 3M K2CO3/IM KOH buffer. The samples were
again clarified by centrifugation, treated with ~ 50 mg chelex (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) to
remove divalent ions, lyophilized and resuspended in 0.5 ml of D2O for NMR analysis.
Trimethylsilyl propionate (5 ml) was used as an internal standard. ^H NMR spectra of the
extracts were acquired on a 11.7T Bruker NMR spectrometer with a 5 mm probe. Fully
relaxed spectra (without saturation effects) were obtained using the following acquisition
parameters: 30° flip angle, 6000 Hz sweep width, 4.7 sec repetition time, 32 K block size
and 512 scans. The data were analyzed using an in-house software, Soft Fourier Transform
(P. Barker, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD). Lactate, phosphocholine
(PCho), glycerophosphocholine (GPC) and total choline-containing (PCho + GPC + chorine)
metabolite levels were determined and normalized to cell size. Between three and five
independent extracts were analyzed per cell line.
The reason for normalizing metabolite levels to cell size was due to differences in
cell size between the cell lines used in this study. This necessitated normalization to either
cell size or protein concentration. The former requires less cells and is therefore suited to

experiments with mortal cells which senesce after a few passages and also avoids the
potential problems resulting from cancer cells containing different levels of protein content
compared to normal cells. To determine concentrations, peak amplitudes for lactate,
choline PCho, GPC, and total choline-containing metabolites (PCho + GPC + choline) were
compared to that of the internal standard trimethylsilylpropionate (TSP) according to the
equation:
[metabolite] = Amplitude(metabolite) * [TSP]/{Amplitude(TSP) x cell number xcell volume }
...Eqn. 1.
3
where, [metabolite] is concentration of the metabolite expressed as fmol/^m , [TSP] is the
3
molar concentration of TSP used, and cell volume (|J,m ) was calculated from the radius of
3
the cell according to the equation, volume = 4/3 x TO . For eqn. 1 to be valid, it is necessary
that spectra are fully relaxed as was the case here or to correct for saturation.
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis of the data was performed using StatView II
version 1.04,1991 (Abacus Concepts, Inc., Berkeley, CA, USA). The statistical significance
of differences in metabolite levels between cell lines was determined using the MannWhitney U test. P values of < 0.05 were considered to be significant.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained from the experimental studies described above are presented in this
section. The cell volumes and anchorage dependence of HMEC are presented in Table 1.
Lactate levels obtained for these cell lines are shown in Figure 1.
Table 1: Cell volumes and anchorage dependence of HMEC (from Aboagye and Bhujwalla, Cancer Research,
in press, 1998)
Cell Volume (x 103 mm3)
Phenotype
Cell Type
Normal Human mammary epithelial
cells (HMEC)
184
Senescent, ADG^
6.5±6.8§
Senescent, ADG
11.1 ± 3.1
48
Spontaneously immortalized HMEC
Immortal, ADG
MCF-12A
9.8+1.8
Benzol'a)pyrene immortalized HMEC
Immortal, ADG
184A1
7.1 ±0.9
Immortal, ADG
184B5
7.7 + 0.9
Oncogene-transformed HMEC
7.0 ±0.8
Immortal, AIG*, forms low
l&4B5-erbB2
frequency, high latency tumors
Breast Cancer Cells
SKBR3
AIG, tumorigenic, lowly metastatic
21.9 ±7.3
MCF7
AIG, tumorigenic, lowly metastatic
8.4 ±1.4
MDA-MB-231
AIG, tumorigenic, highly metastatic 6.7 ±1.5
MDA-MB-435
AIG, tumorigenic, highly metastatic 3.5 ±0.4
§ Mean±s.e.
f ADG, Anchorage- dependent growth
f AIG, Anchorag e-independent g rowth

Lactate levels in

human mammary epithelial cells

The data obtained in Figure 1
demonstrate that lactate levels are
MDAMB435
significantly higher for human
breast
cancer cells. Recently
MDAMB231
Schwickert et al [19] have found
MCF7
that
patients with cervical cancers
1/1
SKBR3
containing high lactate had a high
8
184B5-erbb2
risk of metastases. Two possible
184B5
U
explanations for this finding are (1)
A high glycolytic rate increases
184A1
vascularization and is part of the
MCF-12A
invasive phenotype or (2) High
48(mortal)
lactate is indicative of anoxia and
184(mortal)
deprivation which stimulates or
promotes metastasis. Supporting
14
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
3
the latter possibility are
Lactate levels (fmol/|im cell)
observations that glucose
Figure 1. Lactate levels in a panel of cell lines representing
various stages of breast carcinogenesis. Error bars represent ± starvation, acidosis and hypoxia
S.E.M. There was a statistically significant difference in lactate (p enhance the metastatic potential of
murine tumor cells [20, 21].
< 0.05) for finite lifespan and immortalized versus cancer cells.
(from: Aboayge and Bhujwalla, unpublished data).
However, the results we have
obtained during the course of our studies demonstrate that malignant cells lines produce
significantly higher levels of lactate (see Fig. 1) and support the possibility that high lactate
levels are a metabolic characteristic of breast cancer cells. The increased lactate levels
accompanied malignant transformation but did not appear to increase with increased
metastatic potential of the breast cancer cell lines. High levels of lactate may result in a
lower extracellular pH within the tumor environment which may in turn promote invasion
and metastasis. For instance, Kato et al [17] have observed that two human melanoma cell
lines secreted a higher level of 90-kDa gelatinase (a type IV collagenase) at an extra cellular
pH of 6.8 compared to pH 7.3. This acid-induced secretion of gelatinase was blocked by
cycloheximide, indicating that enzyme induction was due to de novo synthesis. More
recently, Rozhin et al [16] have observed that an acidic pericellular pH induced a
redistribution of cathepsin B+ vesicles towards the cell periphery for MCF-10 human breast
parental epithelial cells and a malignantly transformed line (neoT) obtained from the
parental line. For the more malignant cells this resulted in an enhanced secretion of the
active form of the lysosomal protease cathepsin B over time. The results obtained here are
also consistent with data we presented in our report last year demonstrating the occurrence
of significantly lower extracellular pH in more metastatic breast tumor models.
The "GPC to PCho switch" in mammary epithelial cells.
Analysis of individual choline metabolites uncovered an early alteration in membrane
choline phospholipid metabolism (MCPM) which was linked to immortalization and
malignant transformation - the "GPC to PCho switch" (Fig. 2). In Fig. 2 it is evident that
GPC was the major choline metabolite in the finite lifespan HMEC strains 48 and 184.

10

Thus, these cells showed a low PCho/GPC ratio of < 1. Immortalization of cells, however,
resulted in variable effects. The spontaneously immortalized cell line MCF-12A originally
obtained from reduction
MDAMB435
mammoplasty showed a
similar phenotype
MDAMB231
(PCho/GPC) as the
MCF7
finite lifespan cells; we
do not have the finite
SKBR3
lifespan cells from
5 184B5-erbb2
which MCF-12A was
184B5
established
for
Ü
comparison. In contrast,
184A1
the benzo(a)pyrene
MCF-12A
immortalized cell lines
showed a "GPC to PCho
48(mortal)
switch", i.e. PCho was
184(mortal)
now the major choline
metabolite. Of interest,
20
10
the two immortal lines
PCho/GPC
derived from the 184
Figure 2: PCho/GPC ratios in a panel of cell lines representing various
strain showed variable
stages of breast carcinogenesis. Error bars represent ± S.E.M. There was a
statistically significant difference in PCho/GPC ratio (p < 0.05) between finite degrees of this altered
lifespan versus tumor-derived cells, 184 strain versus 184A1 cell line, and MCPM; 184A1 had a
184B5 versus 184B5-erbB2. cell lines. The P value for 184 strain versus 184B5 higher PCho/GPC level
cell line was 0.1 (from: Aboagye and Bhujwalla, Cancer Research, in press).
compared to 184B5.
Forced overexpression of normal erbB2 gene into 184B5 cells dramatically increased the
PCho/GPC ratio in this cell line. The altered GPC to PCho switch was detected in all breast
cancer cell lines analyzed. The spectra shown in Figure 3 demonstrate the differences in
GPC and PCho levels for the MCF12A human breast cells and the metastatic MDA-MB-231
human breast cancer cell line.
Breast cancer cells have a high choline content.
Figure 4 shows that there was a gradual increase in both PCho levels and total cholinecontaining metabolite levels as cells progressed from normal to malignant phenotype
(normal < immortal < oncogene transformed < tumor derived). GPC levels also increased,
albeit to a lesser extent than PCho levels and total choline-containing metabolite levels. It is
worth noting that despite the GPC to PCho switch, total choline-containing metabolite
levels and PCho levels in immortalized cell lines such as 184A1, which was nontumorigenic, and 184B5-erbB2, which was lowly tumorigenic, were significantly lower than
any of the tumorigenic breast cancer cells.
Are the high choline phospholipid metabolite levels in breast cancer cells a function of
their rate of cellular proliferation?
It is generally thought that the increase in phosphomonoester (mainly PCho and
phosphoethanolamine) metabolite levels in cancer cells is due to their intensified cell
membrane synthesis to cope with rapid growth and proliferation [22,23]. This assertion is
11

supported, for instance, by the work of Smith et ah, [24], where increase in PCho and
decrease in GPC correlated strongly with tumor growth rate. Thus, we tested the
hypothesis that increased PCho/GPC levels, PCho, GPC or total-choline containing
metabolite levels may be the result of high proliferation. A systematic measurement of cell
doubling time in all the cell lines revealed that there was no overall correlation between cell
doubling time and PCho/GPC ratio, PCho levels, GPC levels or total choline-containing
metabolite levels. For instance MCF-12A cells exhibited a doubling time in culture
comparable to the tumorigenic cell line MDA-MB-435. However, MCF-12A cells exhibited
a significantly lower PCho/GPC ratio, a low level of total choline-containing metabolites
and low PCho compared to MDA-MB-435 cells.
Carcinogenesis of the mammary epithelium occurs though a multistep process
involving genetic alterations, amplification of oncogenes and loss of tumor suppressor
function [25, 26]. The stages of carcinogenesis can broadly be classified as transformation
of normal cells to benign hyperplasia followed by atypical hyperplasia which progresses to
carcinoma in situ and finally to infiltrating carcinoma with or without metastasis to distant
sites. In vitro models based on immortalization and oncogene transformation of normal
HMEC have been developed to study mammary carcinogenesis [27-29]. These
immortalized, oncogene transformed and cancer cells show differences in phenotypes that
differentiate normal cells from immortal/malignant cells such as karyotype,
vimentin/uvomorulin expression, responsiveness to TGF-b, telomere length/telomerase
expression, activating protein 1 transcription factor activity, as well as anchoragedependent/independent growth, and ability to form tumors in immune deficient mice.

GPC
(a)

(b)

1

1

1

1

PPM 3.3

1

1

1

3.2

Figure 3: Typical *H NMR spectra obtained from perchloric acid extracts of (a) MCF-12A and (b) MDA-MB231 breast cancer cells in culture. The expanded spectra demonstrate qualitative differences between the two
cell lines. Spectral assignments include glycerophosphocholine, GPC (3.234 ppm), phosphocholine, PCho
(3.225 ppm) and free choline, cho (3.207 ppm). From: Aboagye and Bhujwalla, Cancer Research, in press.
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MDAMB-435
MDAMB-231
MCF-7
SKBR-3
184B5-erbb2
184B5
184A1
MCF-12A
48(mortal)
184(mortal)

F
PCho

GPC

0

2
4
0
Metabolite level [fmol/|xnr cell]
Figure 4: Phosphocholine (PCho), glycerophosphocholine (GPC) and total choline-containing
metabolite (phosphocholine + glycerophosphocholine + choline) levels in a panel of cell lines
representing various stages of breast carcinogenesis. Error bars represent ± S.E.M. From:
Aboagye and Bhujwalla, Cancer Research, in press.

We have investigated the association between malignant carcinogenic processes and
MCPM, by monitoring the three choline phospholipid metabolites (choline, PCho and
GPC) in ten cell lines which represent different stages of malignant progression. Our
findings suggest that normal human mammary epithelium has low steady state levels of
total choline-containing metabolites. In addition to their low total choline-containing
metabolite levels, we also demonstrated that GPC was the major metabolite in the normal
HMEC. A GPC to PCho switch appeared to be an early phenotypic change during
carcinogenesis as observed in benzo(a)pyrene immortalized cells and where instead of
GPC, PCho became the major choline phospholipid metabolites. However, despite this
'switch', total choline-containing metabolite levels remained low in these immortalized
cells. Transformation of 184B5 immortal cells by forced overexpression of the erbB2
oncogene, however, resulted in a dramatic increase in both PCho/GPC ratio and total
choline levels compared to the benzo(a)pyrene immortalized cells. However, total cholinecontaining metabolites and PCho levels were still less than those of tumor derived cells.
ErbB2 is an important (proto)oncogene which is amplified in 20-30% of breast cancer cases
and is associated with poor prognosis; amplification of this oncogene is thought to occur
late in tumor progression [25, 26, 30, 31]. Transformation of 184B5 by this gene results in
the ability of these cells to form colonies in semi-solid medium, and to form small, low
frequency tumors with high latency in vivo [32]. Our data with erbB2 demonstrates a new
and heretofore unknown metabolic role for erbB2, and supports the possibility that growth
factor mediated activation of the tyrosine kinase cascade (involving receptor-grb 2-sos-ras raf-1 - MEK-MAPK), can lead to an increase in PCho levels [33, 34]. In general, the levels
and expression of receptors and proteins involved in the growth factor receptor-tyrosine
kinase pathway tend to increase with malignancy. For instance, levels of epidermal growth
factor receptor are low in the 184 strain, moderately high in 184A1,184B5 and 184B5-erbB2
cells, and very high in MDA-MB-231 cells [35, 36]. In addition, Daly et al. [37]reported
upregulation of grb2 mRN A/protein and the ras signaling pathway in MCF-7 and MDAMB-231 cells compared to normal HMEC.
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All of the breast tumor cell lines showed the GPC to PCho switch. In addition to this
switch, all breast tumor cells showed significantly higher total choline-containing
metabolite levels (p < 0.05). The increased total choline-containing metabolite levels, was
mainly due to an increase in PCho levels and, to a lesser and variable extent, an increase in
GPC levels. There was a gradual increase in both total choline-containing metabolite levels
and PCho levels as cells the cells acquired malignant phenotype (normal < immortal <
oncogene transformed < tumor derived) with the highly invasive metastatic cell lines
showing the highest levels. The high total choline content in the tumorigenic cells may be
related to the multiple genetic changes which are associated with the multistep process of
carcinogenesis [26], and may explain the progressive ability of these cells to gain
anchorage-independent growth, form primary tumors in immune compromised mice and
finally to metastasize. Our studies confirm the work of Ting et al. [38], who showed for a
limited number of cell lines, that levels of choline-containing metabolites were low in a
normal mammary epithelial strain and high in two tumor-derived cell lines. Our results
also support recent clinical observations that the total choline peak is higher for malignant
lesions than for benign ones [39].
It has been postulated that the rapid growth and proliferation of cancer cells and
increased membrane/fatty acid requirements may be responsible for the high choline
phospholipid metabolite levels in cancer versus normal tissues; the same argument could
be made for benign lesions versus invasive cancers. However, the data presented here and
that of Ting et al. [38] show that choline-containing metabolite levels remain low in normal
HMEC in culture when the cells are proliferating at approximately similar rates as tumor
derived cells, and suggest that although proliferation related changes may occur, rate of
proliferation per se cannot completely account for the increased choline phospholipid
metabolism. In this study we have demonstrated that an alteration in MCPM is linked to
malignant transformation and progression of mammary epithelium. Currently, the exact
mechanisms underlying the altered metabolism are unknown. Possible mechanisms
include, activation of enzymes involved in MCPM such as via enhanced receptor tyrosine
kinase cascade or differential induction of choline kinase isozymes as previously reported
for carcinogen-treated rat liver. Other possible mechanisms which need to be investigated
include amplification of choline kinase, phospholipase C, phospholipase D and
phospholipase A genes during carcinogenesis.
STUDY 2. 3D IMAGING AND HISTOLOGICAL STUDIES OF SOLID HUMAN BREAST
CANCER MODELS
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Imaging studies were performed on a GE Omega 4.7T instrument with a
solenoidal coil placed around the tumor (volumes 100-300mm3) for human breast cancer
models MCF-7, MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-435 inoculated in the mammary fat pad or
flank of SCID mice. The tail vein of the anesthetized animal was catheterized before it
was placed in the magnet. Animal body temperature was maintained at 37oC by heat
generated from a warm water pad. Multi-slice relaxation rates (Ti~l) in tumors were
obtained by a saturation recovery method combined with fast Ti SNAPSHOT-FLASH
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imaging (flip angle of 7°, echo time of 2ms). Images of 8 slices (slice thickness of 1mm)
acquired with an in-plane spatial resolution of 250|xm (64x64 matrix, 16mm field of view,
NS=16) were obtained for 3 relaxation delays (100ms, 500ms, and Is) for each of the
slices. Thus, 64x64x8 Ti maps were acquired within 7 minutes. An M0 map with a
recovery delay of 7s was acquired once at the beginning of the experiment. Images were
obtained before i.v. administration of 0.2ml of 60 mg/ml albumin-GdDTPA in saline
(dose of 500mg/kg) and repeated every 8 minutes, starting 10 minutes after the injection,
up to 32 minutes. Relaxation maps were reconstructed from data sets for three different
relaxation times and the Mo data set. At the end of the imaging studies, the animal was
sacrificed, 0.5 ml of blood was withdrawn from the inferior vena cava, and tumors were
marked for referencing to the MRI images, excised, and fixed in 10% formalin for
sectioning and staining.
Vascular volume and permeability product surface area (PS) maps were
generated from the ratio of A(1/T1) values in the images to that of blood. The slope of
A(1/T1) ratios versus time in each pixel was used to compute (PS) while the intercept of
the line at zero time was used to compute vascular volume. Thus, vascular volumes
were corrected for permeability of the vessels. Ten 5|im thick histological sections
obtained at 500 ^.m intervals through the tumor were stained with hematoxylin eosin.
Sections were digitized with a Sanyo CCD camera attached to an optical microscope.
3-D reconstruction of both MRI and histological sections was performed using the
Clinical Microscope Visualization software that we are developing as a research tool for
use in our investigation. The software consists of two parts, the first part forms the
volume image from 2-D images and the second part performs visualization of the
volumetric model in suitable 3-D perspective. The high resolution image 'tiles'
representing the histological sections acquired from the microscope are stitched along
the overlapping borders to produce a large 'virtual' field of view image that represents
the full cross section which could not be acquired otherwise in a single actual field of
view at the selected high resolution. Such a virtual field of view image can be panned
around, zoomed in, to look at selected regions at the full resolution in which they are
acquired. Each crossection is then layered one over the other, to compose the 3-D
volume. The volume image is then interactively rendered using the volumetric
visualization software, to adjust the transfer functions that control the voxel
transparency and intensity characteristics of various structures of interest, to delineate it
from the surrounding structures. The software system is developed around Silicon
Graphics Inc., Workstation systems, taking full advantage of the hardware accelerated
graphics capabilities such as 2- and 3- D Textures to provide interactive rendering
results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We observed areas of low vascular volume to correspond spatially with necrotic
areas (shown by arrows in a and b in Figure 5). As observed before, regions with high
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vascular volume did not coincide spatially with regions of high permeability (arrow in c,
Figure 5) although there was some overlap. The non-uniform edges for the 3-D
reconstructed histological map were due to slight deformation during sectioning of the
tumor in some of the sections. We have shown here, for the first time, the feasibility of
obtaining 3-D maps of histological morphology to interactively relate to noninvasive
quantitative 3-D maps of tumor vascular volume and permeability. The results obtained
confirm our earlier hypothesis that low vascular volume is associated with areas
containing dying zones of cells.

a
be
Figure 5: 3-D reconstructed maps of histological morphology (a), vascular
volume (b) and vascular permeability (c) obtained using our Clinical
Microscope Visualization software. Areas of low vascular volume
correspond spatially with necrotic areas (shown by arrows in a and b).

The interactive ability of the software program (demonstrable on video) allows
zooming into regions of interest as well as simultaneous volumetric visualization across
multiple 3-D maps. Thus a region of interest placed on a necrotic area or an area with
high VEGF expression is immediately displayed on the corresponding vascular volume
or permeability map or vice versa. To understand the development and role of tumor
vascular architecture in the growth and dissemination of solid tumors it is frequently
necessary to examine the relationship between information which may only be obtained
following histological sectioning, such as the distribution of VEGF expression or
presence of necrotic areas, to information obtained noninvasively with MRI such as
vascular volume or permeability. With single slice 2-Dimensional (2-D) information,
valuable details about developmental patterns of structures of interest for planes other
than the cross sectional one are lost since it is difficult to visually and mentally piece
together such information, even when multiple cross-sectional slices are obtained. Here
for the first time we obtained 3-Dimensional (3-D) reconstructed histopathological maps
demonstrating a spatial relationship between functionality of vasculature obtained in 3D reconstructed maps of vascular volume and permeability and histological
morphology. These technological advances will play a unique role in understanding
tumor pathophysiology and allowing us to accomplish our research goals.
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CONCLUSIONS
The major findings to emerge from the studies performed for year 2 are:
• Choline phospholipid metabolite levels progressively increase in cultured HMEC as cells
become more malignant. We therefore propose that carcinogenesis in human breast
epithelial cells results in progressive alteration of membrane choline phospholipid
metabolism. This work is relevant to diagnosis of breast cancer and also provides a
rationale for selective pharmacological intervention.
•Lactate levels increase significantly in cultured HMEC following malignant
transformation. However, following malignant transformation, there did not appear to be
a close dependence between lactate levels observed in malignant cell lines and the
metastatic potential of these lines. The increased lactate production may result in an acidic
environment which may promote invasive behavior and contribute to metastasis.
• 3-dimensional interactive analysis of vascular volume and permeability and histological
morphology demonstrates that areas of low vascular volume are associated with cell death
and increasingly permeable vasculature.
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